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Section 1: Laboratory Related Matters
A.

TCAUV

Acoustics: Research on the Diffuse-field sensitivity calibration
The research to establish the diffuse-field sensitivity calibration system has been conducted from
2015. Two different approaches, the reciprocity method and the random incidence method are
compared and investigated the detailed method to achieve stable and repeatable results. For the
reciprocity method, a scaled-reverberation chamber having un-parallel surfaces is designed and the
directivity measurement system is designed for the random incidence sensitivity measurement (Fig. 2).
With these systems, the sensitivity of LS2P microphone is measured and compared with the pressure
and free-field sensitivity measured by the reciprocity method (Fig. 3). In this result, it is observed that
the both results of diffuse-field sensitivity estimated by the different methods are placed in between
the pressure and free-field sensitivity. This is reasonable result because the pressure type
microphone including LS microphone has the highest sensitivity at the frontal direction.

System to measure the diffuse-field sensitivity of microphone: (LEFT) Directivity measurement system
for the random incidence, (RIGHT) Scaled reverberation chamber of 2.8 m3 for the reciprocity method
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Comparison of the measured sensitivities of LS microphone according to the types of sound field:
(LEFT) 4180.2208287, (RIGHT) 4180.2341431

Acoustics: Research on the sound measurement by optical method for the future primary
standard
Setup of the calibration system based on the optical method for the free-field sound-in-air is
conducted as a reference system for research on the new primary standard of sound pressure. For
the purpose of comparison with the reciprocity calibration, the system was installed in the small
anechoic chamber which is capable to be used as the primary standard system of free-field calibration.
The preliminary measurement with the gated-photon correlation method was conducted and the
feasibility of system was checked. The collection of measurement data and the detailed investigation
to establish a new acoustic standard are on-going. This works was conducted by collaborating with Dr.
T. Koukoulas a former principal research scientist at NPL and visited from November 2016 to April
2017 as a visiting research scientist of KRISS.

System for the sound measurement by optical method: (LEFT) anechoic chamber with a light slit,
(RIGHT) Optical parts

* Contact: Dr. Wan-Ho Cho (chowanho@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Optical Metrology, KRISS
Ultrasound: High Ultrasonic power measurement
The study of ultrasound metrology has been carried out more closely related to the customer's
demand. We also actively supported the domestic customer’s demands for medical ultrasound
metrology and the colleagues in APMP to build up their measurement system and procedure. We also
started to help medical doctors to solve the medical measurement problems. We conducted two
informal ultrasound power measurement comparisons, and donated KRISS-made ultrasonic
transducers to other NMIs who started to setup the measurement system.
Temperature increase of water during ultrasonic power measurement delays repeated measurement
at appropriate water temperature range. It is also difficult to evaluate the effect of the temperature of
the ultrasonic transducer due to the phenomenon of reaching the thermal equilibrium with the
temperature. For this reason, we introduced a water circulation jacket for temperature control in the
water tank, as shown in Figure 5.
We developed a sound-absorbing target for radiation force balance measurement that can withstand
high intensity ultrasound. The developed sound-absorbing target was optimized for performance by
fabricating many specimens based on the technology of controlling the characteristic acoustic
impedance of the 3-phase composite. In addition to the control of the characteristic acoustic
impedance, we have also developed a technique for predicting the heat capacity and the thermal
conductivity, and then the temperature increase due to ultrasonic absorption can be optimized
through the selection of the compounding material. The maximum target temperature of 43 oC was
reached when a maximum of 340 W of ultrasound was applied to the target sample prepared by
inserting the temperature sensor using the optimized blend material and ratio, and the target did not
suffer damage at this temperature. This target is designed to have a high density rather than water,
and consequently has an anti-streaming effect at high power.

We also add a 1-kW power amplifier for ultrasonic power of 300 W or
more in the RFB system. Also, high power ultrasonic transducers
with circular planar surface were also prepared by in-house
fabrication. These transducers are expected to be used in high
ultrasonic power measurement comparison pilot studies within APMP.
The demand for high-intensity focused ultrasound technology is
increasing in domestic, and it is required to develop the technology to
cope with it. In the focusing method ultrasonic waves, we succeeded
in developing a flat ultrathin type acoustic lens using a new acoustic
metamaterial, which is now being prepared for publication in a journal.

Water tank with cooling water
circulator

We also have developed a high intensity focus ultrasonic phantom
that changes color irreversibly according to temperature. This
phantom was tested for various ultrasonic exposures. We observed a
non-thermal phenomenon at very high intensities, which was enough
to liquefy the material of the phantom. These results are also being
submitted to the Scientific Journal for review.

* Contact: Dr. Yong-Tae Kim (ytkim@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Medical Convergence Metrology, KRISS

Vibration: Research on the seismic monitoring system to make it traceable to the national
standard system
Recently, the number of relatively large scale of earthquake higher than magnitude 4.0 has been
increased in Korea. From this reason, the interest on the reliability of the seismic monitoring system is
also increasing. As a part of the activity to improve the reliability of national monitoring system, KRISS
start the project funded by Korea Metrological Administration to make the seismic monitoring system
traceable to the national standard system. The detailed objectives of project are like below:
-Selection of essential items for all inspection before installation at monitoring site
-Development of the calibration process for seismic sensor and data recorder concerning the
traceability
-Revision of the related regulations
-Suggestion of the education and management plan of secondary calibration laboratory
-Planning for establishing the national standard system to cover the whole required range for seismic
monitoring system
* Contact: Dr. Yong-Bong Lee (lyb@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Mechanical Metrology, KRISS

B.

TCEM: Quantum Metrology Triangle (QMT)

KRISS has launched a quantum metrology triangle (QMT) project last year to close the QMT within an
uncertainty of 2 x10-8. To realize the QMT experiment, a 3He/14 T cryostat was designed with a
double chamber system to fulfil the requirements for operation of the SET and quantum Hall
resistance (QHR) devices and now under construction. Meanwhile, measurement uncertainty of the
SET current is improved from 2x10-6 to 8.6x10-7.
In addition, two SET pumps are parallelized to increase the level of the current and generated current
of about 180 pA with the same uncertainty as a single SET pump. A QHR array device of 1 M
provided by NMIJ/Japan was calibrated on the basis of the QHR standard maintained at KRISS using
the cryogenic current comparator (CCC) with an uncertainty of 5010-9. The measured value of 999
999.965 is in excellent agreement with the designed one of 999 999.966.
This device can be used as a quantum current-to-voltage converter in the QMT experiment. An ultrastable low-noise current amplifier (ULCA) developed by the PTB and provided by the PTB in the
frame of EMPIR program (e-Si-Amp) was calibrated using the CCC with a measurement uncertainty

of 10-7 at a current-to-voltage gain of 109. The limit of the measurement uncertainty of the ULCA is
caused by resolution of the SQUID sensor of the CCC.
The calibration results were confirmed by a bilateral comparison with those of the PTB within
uncertainty of 10-7. A 1 V programmable Josephson voltage standard system was developed with an
uncertainty of 5010-9. A relay board and a bias current source were developed to prevent flux trap
in the Josephson array device while setting up all the quantum devices in the cryostat.

Calibration results of a 1 MΩ quantum Hall
resistance (QHR) array device. Inset: QHR array
device of 1 MΩ provided by NMIJ/Japan.

* Contact: Dr. Wan-Seop Kim (ws2kim@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Electromagnetic metrology, KRISS
C.

TCFF: Hydrocarbon Flow Metrology

Hydrocarbon flow standard system at KRISS for heavy-oil and light-oil was established. The flow rate
range of the hydrocarbon system for heavy-oil is (0.242 – 6.04) kg/s with measurement uncertainty
0.12 % (k = 2). The flow rate range of the hydrocarbon system for light-oil is (0.0022 – 33.33) kg/s
with measurement uncertainty 0.08 % (k = 2). The heavy-oil and light-oil flow standard system
consists of a weighing tank, a reservoir, two pumps, a flow control unit, a flow diverter, a weigh-bridge,
a test pipe and a reference meter. The flow diverters are operated by flying-start-and-finish method
according to ISO 4185:1980. Flow is generated by directing pumping of which the maximum output
pressure is 300 kPa. The weigh-bridges can collect hydrocarbon into the weighing tanks depending
on the weighing capacities of 500 kg for the heavy-oil system and 2500 kg, 64 kg, 6 kg for the light-oil
systems. The straight pipe lines have diameters from 10 mm to 200 mm.

Hydrocarbon (heavy-oil, light-oil) flow standard system at KRISS

The heavy-oil standard system at KRISS is participating in CCM.FF-K2.2011(current state in draft A)
for measurement equivalence among other NMIs. The peer review by other internationally recognized
NMIs for fluid flow area at KRISS including hydrocarbon flow standard system was conducted to
assess the calibration and testing services in accordance to the technical requirements ISO/IEC

17025 in 2017. KRISS will proceed the submission and review process of fluid flow CMCs by the
inter- and intra- regional review of the heavy-oil and light-oil standard systems at KRISS.
* Contact: Dr. Sejong Chun (sjchun@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Thermometry and Fluid Flow Metrology,
KRISS

D.

TCL: Dimensional Metrology

Dimensional metrology is the research field related to physical measurements and calibrations of the
distance from any given object. It requires the use of a physical scale to determine dimension, while
the wavelength of frequency stabilized lasers is usually used as the accurate scale. The research of
dimensional metrology at KRISS targets to establish, maintain, enhance, and disseminate the national
measurement standards for length and related quantities, and also contributing to industries by
developing new techniques to measure length and form with higher accuracy.
Recently, the standard system for measuring thickness and warpage of 300 mm wafers has been
established. The system is based on spectral interferometry and thus performs noncontact
measurements. The system is also capable of measuring the pure warp of a wafer by compensating
the gravitational sag of the wafer. The system is now being used for test services for the
semiconductor industry.
And, the standard system for measuring dioptre of model eye lens used as testing device of the eye
refractometer from -30 D to + 30 D has been established. The system is based on collimating
microscope and model eye holding stage to measure the distance between front surface of the lens
and imaging plane of reticle attached back surface. The system is will be used for calibration services
for the optometry industry.

The measuring principle of dioptre of model eye lens for eye refractometer
For measuring absolute distances with the optical comb of a femtosecond pulse laser, the spectraldomain interferometer with two reference mirrors was proposed and demonstrated to get over the
fundamental problems of the non-measurable range and direction ambiguity. The total scan distance
of the target mirror was 7.5 mm, and all interference spectra were obtained every 4 μm. The scan

range of 7.5 mm corresponding to 5 times of non-ambiguity range was enough to investigate the
feasibility of the proposed method.
An interferometric method using an optical comb is proposed and realized to measure the total
physical thickness of a multi-layered wafer even if the refractive index of each layer is not given. For a
feasibility test, two-layered and three-layered silicon-on-glass wafers were chosen as samples and
were measured. An uncertainty evaluation was conducted to estimate the performance capabilities of
the proposed method. To verify the measured values, the wafers were also measured by a contacttype standard instrument. For the three-layered wafer, the total physical thickness distribution was
determined in a selected area.

Total physical thickness measuring system
* Contact: Dr. Jonghan Jin (jonghan@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Optical Metrology, KRISS
E.

TCM: Dynamic Force/Pressure Standards

Force and pressure are mechanical quantities that are widely used for accurate measurement in
scientific and industrial applications. For example, Korean heavy industries, such as automotive,
defence, renewable energies and shipbuilding have required precise measurements of force and
pressure to improve quality or produce innovative technological products. In real systems, the
measuring quantities such as force and pressure, vary with time (i.e., dynamic), though measuring
devices are calibrated statically by conventional force or pressure standard machines.
In response to requests from our industries, who want to measure mechanical quantities more
accurately in dynamic conditions, KRISS has initiated a project to develop dynamic standards for
mechanical quantities this year.
The first goal of this research for the force is to develop a periodic dynamic force standard system
whose calibration and measurement capability is better than 3% at the maximum 1 kN in the
frequency range between 10 Hz and 1 kHz. A prototype was built and tested to check feasibility of
controlling amplitude of vibration in a nanometer-scale order. In addition, a dynamic torque standard
based on Kibble balance principle was newly proposed and designed.
The laboratory also is developing dynamic pressure standards based on step and impulse pressure
generators. KRISS already has established step pressure standards up to 70 MPa in pneumatic mode,
and up to 830 MPa in Hydraulic mode with a rise time of less than 1 ms. The first pilot study is being
carried out with MIKES, which has an impulse pressure standard up to 500 MPa. The impulse
generator using a drop-weight method up to 500 MPa based on simple peak pressure estimation
method is also being developed and characterized by several parameters such as various
piston/cylinder units, impact speed according to height, viscosity of medium, and drop weights.

A prototype of dynamic force standards

Impulse dynamic pressure standard

* Contact: Dr. In-Mook Choi (mookin@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Mechanical Metrology, KRISS

F.

TCQM: Nutrient Metrology

The division of the chemical and medical metrology has launched a 5-year research program for
nutrient metrology in 2014. The main scopes of the program are establishing national standards for
the analysis of nutrients in food and body fluids including development of the certified reference
materials (CRMs) to disseminate the established national standards. The first CRMs produced
through this program were infant formula CRMs for organic nutrients (KRISS CRM 108-02-003) and
nutrient elements (KRISS CRM 108-02-004). CRMs for nutrients in grain (rice, wheat flour),
vegetables (Kimchi cabbage, spinach), nutritional supplements, apple, beef, and tuna are released or
under development. For nutrients not accessible with any established SI-traceable method of analysis,
interlaboratory comparisons among KRISS, Namyang, and KFRI were carried out and results were
provided as informative values after statistical evaluation. The proximate composition such as total
protein, total fatty acid, total hydrocarbon, water contents, and ash contents, were also assigned
based on interlaboratory studies of 11 expert laboratories.

CRMs developed by the nutrient metrology program

* Contact: Dr. Byungjoo Kim (byungjoo@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Analytical Chemistry, KRISS

G.

TCPR: Quantum Radiometry

The Photometry and Radiometry team at KRISS is establishing a new metrology field of quantum
radiometry, which is related with the measurement of optical power by counting the number of
photons. Quantum radiometry is related with the measurement standards for extremely weak light,
which is required in the emerging application fields such as quantum communication, quantum
computation, medical and biological diagnostics, and remote sensing. The first project is to calibrate
the quantum efficiency of single photon counting detectors traceable to the existing radiometric scale.
In 2017, we demonstrated the calibration of silicon-based single photon counting detectors from 250
nm to 1000 nm. The extension up to 1600 nm is planned in the next years. The second project is to
develop the single photon source based on the colour centres in diamonds or other crystal structures,
which has the potential to the predictable radiometric standard source in the photon-counting regime.
Both the customers’ requests and the scientific demands are the important motivations for these
projects, which are monitored by CCPR and cooperated with other NMIs.
* Contact: Dr. Dong-Hoon Lee (dh.lee@kriss.re.kr) / Center for Optical Metrology, KRISS

H.

TCT: Thermometry

The recent Paris agreement laid a particular emphasis on the monitoring of the climate change for
better adaptation of human kind to the climate change. Among various essential climate variables
(ECVs), the upper-air temperature and humidity and the sub-surface ocean temperature are of prime
importance as they provide initializations to weather and climate prediction models and a clear signal
of long-term evolution of climate change, respectively. At KRISS, in order to test and calibrate various
thermometers and hygrometers used to monitor the upper-air temperature and humidity and the
deep-ocean temperature, specially devised simulation chambers which reproduce measurement
conditions at high altitudes (up to 30 km from the sea level) and at deep sea (down to 6800 m from
the sea level) are developed; the high altitude chamber provides a traceable measurement conditions
in the range from 30 °C to -70 °C, 100 kPa to 1 kPa, and 100 %rh to 1 %rh; the deep-ocean chamber
allows temperature measurements at a pressurized condition as high as 68 MPa (i.e. 6800 m deep)
within 0.5 mK temperature stability. As stated by GCOS (Global Climate Observing System), “Longterm, high-quality, and uninterrupted observations of the atmosphere, land, and ocean are vital for all
countries, as their economies and societies become increasingly affected by climate variability and
change.” High-quality observations in extreme environments will be feasible by using those chambers
developed at KRISS that sustains traceability to the International System of Units (SI).

Low-temperature and low-pressure humidity chamber mimicking the upper air environment (left)
and pressurizing comparator chamber for deep-sea thermometers (right)

* Contact: Dr. Wukchul Joung (wukchul.joung@kriss.re.kr) / Head, Center for Thermometry and Fluid
Flow Metrology, KRISS

I.

TCTF: Yb Optical Lattice Clock

The Center for Time and Frequency Metrology at KRISS is developing an Yb optical lattice clock for
future redefinitions of the SI “Second”. We measured the differential shift by interleaving the high
(335(3) Er) and low (161(2) Er) lattice depth and the magic frequency for the electric dipole (E1)
polarizability was determined to be 394 798 264.7(84) MHz. The E1 lattice shift was 82(18) mHz
considering the operating condition for the lattice laser frequency at 394 798 222.9 MHz, The
nonlinear light shift was estimated to be 35(19) mHz. Collisional frequency shift was estimated to be 38(21) mHz at the atomic density of 7(4)×108/cm3. The details of the other systematic uncertainty
evaluation were reported in the published paper [Kim et. al., Japanese Journal of Applied Physics 56,
050302 (2017)] and the total systematic uncertainty was 1.1×10-16. We further improved the
experimental setup and currently the systematic uncertainty reached down to 8.3×10-17.We also
measured the absolute frequency of the 1S0–3P0 transition of 171Yb atom relative to the SI second
during ten consecutive days from MJD 57734 to MJD 57743. The absolute frequency of the clock
transition relative to the SI second was determined to be 518 295 836 590 863.38(57) Hz whose
uncertainty was dominated by the link to TAI. The measured absolute frequency value in this work
agrees well with the CIPM recommendation in 2015 and the result contributed to the determination of
a new recommended value for the secondary representations of the second at CCTF meeting in 2017.

Yb absolute frequency measurement

A new Yb optical lattice clock is under development aiming the total systematic uncertainty at 10-18
level. The key idea is to adopt a blackbody-like spectroscopy chamber, the temperature of which is
actively controlled at the outer surface of the vacuum chamber. The temperature distribution
homogeneity was measured to be as small as 20 mK, which corresponds to the BBR shift uncertainty
level of 10-18.
* Contact: Dr. Dai-Hyuk Yu (dhyu@kriss.re.kr) / Head, Center for Time and Frequency, KRISS

Section 2: CIPM MRA Related Activities

A.

Key/Supplementary Comparisons (KC/SCs) and Quality System

For the purpose of international equivalence of national measurement standards of Korea, KRISS has
been taking part in the KC/SCs identified by the CIPM Consultative Committees, APMP, and the
BIPM. Within the framework of the CIPM MRA, KRISS carries out approximately 20 KC/SCs a year,
which amounts to 428 comparisons as of October 2017.

B.

Calibration and Measurement Capabilities (CMCs)

As a signatory to the CIPM MRA, KRISS submitted its CMCs to expand the accredited measurement
areas. As of October 2017, 1,104 CMCs are registered to the BIPM KCDB, the details of which are
presented in the table below.

KRISS participation in KC/SCs and registration of CMCs (as of October 2017)
Area

AUV

EM

L

M

PR

QM

RI

T

TF

Total

KC/SCs

20

58

24

74

25

131

62

33

1

428

CMCs

56

90

41

50

41

514

214

74

24

1,104

C.

Peer Reviews for Partner NMIs

For the mutual confidence based on the mechanism of the CIPM MRA, KRISS technical experts have
been actively participating in the peer review system with partner NMIs abroad.
From November 2016 to October 2017, 2 experts of KRISS visited 2 partner institutes in hardness
and liquid flowmeter. The information on the recent peer review performance of KRISS is detailed
below.

Peer reviews by KRISS experts from November 2016 to October 2017
No.

Institute

Field

Name

Date

1

NMIJ, Japan

Hardness

Mr. Naehyung Tak

5-Mar-17

7-Mar-17

2

NMIT, Thailand

Liquid Flowmeter

Dr. Hae Man Choi

24-Jul-17

26-Jul-17

Total 2 experts served as peer reviewers for 2 institutes

Section 3: International and Regional Cooperation
A.
Building Networks with Global Partners In the year of 2017, KRISS made efforts to
expand its cooperative relationships not only with national metrology institutes but also with the worldrenowned universities and companies. Within the framework of cooperation provided by the MOUs,
KRISS has been closely working together with its partners for the equivalence of measurement
standards and the development of cutting-edge measurement technologies.

Country

Name of Institute

MOU signed

UK

NPL Management Limited (NPL)

2017.03.23

Thailand

The Office of Atoms for Peace (OAP)

2017.06.07

Russia

All-Russia D.I. Mendeleyev Scientific and Research Institute for
Metrology (VNIIM)

2017.10.18

Japan

The National Institute of Information and Communications
Technology of Japan (NICT)

2017.11.03

B.

Hosting International Events

KRISS held the International Symposium of Standard Reference Data (ISSRD) 2017 from 13th to
15th in September, in Jeju, Korea.

At this years' ISSRD, under the theme of Transition to Meaningful Data, many domestic and overseas
speakers were invited to come to symposium to discuss about the standard reference data.
KRISS established the National Center for Standard Reference Data (NCSRD) in 2006. Since its
establishment, NCSRD has ceaselessly worked to uncover buried data in all fields of society. NCSRD
have strived to improve the quality aspects of data, such as reliability and accuracy, and convert the
data into meaningful forms. A total of 30 data centers have participated in projects involving the

establishment and dissemination of national reference standard. The devotion and dedication of all
those involved has resulted in considerable accomplishments.
Data of the highest quality is a valuable asset in ensuring public safety and health. In addition, it is a
competitive driving force in industries of the 21st century. NCSRD aims to fulfil a central role in the
development and dissemination of such data.

C.

International Cooperation in Metrology

KRISS cooperates with the developing NMIs to share a better quality of life which is grounded firmly
in the international equivalence of metrology.
In 2017, KRISS offered 3 months technical training courses in the field of photometry and radiometry,
electromagnetic for two researchers from VMI, Vietnam. The participants were provided
accommodation (KRISS dormitory). KRISS also offered technical consultation for MASM, Mongolia.
Two KRISS experts visited laboratories of MASM to provide on-site technical consultation on length
and volume and density standard laboratories of MASM.
KRISS will continue to make its effort for cooperating in metrology working with all partner NMIs.

D.

Global Metrology Academy (GMA)

With its vision to be the global center of excellence for HRD in metrology, GMA has been offering
training and educational programs in fundamental areas of metrology. For its foreign customers,
mostly coming from developing economies, GMA operates short-term group courses running for one
or two weeks, and individual courses tailored to meet the specific needs.

In 2017, GMA offered three workshops covering the themes of mass and related quantities (MRQ),
length and dimensional metrology (LDM), and thermometry and humidity (TH). There were 45
participants from 19 countries in different regions, representing five RMOs of APMP, AFRIMETS,
COOMET, GULFEMT, and SIM.
Among them, 27 participants were supported by the co-funding partnership between KRISS and PTB
(including the fund from MEDEA project and PTB projects in progress for individual countries and
regions). GMA will continue to make its very vest effort for offering services of HRD in metrology
working more closely with APMP DEC and all partner NMIs.

GMA Workshops offered in 2017: 45 participants from 19 countries
Courses

Dates

Metrology in Mass and Related Quantities
(MRQ)

Mar 20 – 31, 2017

Length and Dimensional Metrology (LDM)

May 22 –Jun 2, 2017

Metrology in Thermometry and Humidity (TH)

Aug 28 – Sept 8, 2017

Participants
18
(13 counties)
16
(13 countries)
11
(10 countries)

Provisionally, a couple of workshops will be offered each year to come. Themes and dates for each
workshop are as listed in the table below.

GMA Workshops to be offered in 2018-2020 (provisional)
Year
2018

2019

2020

Courses

Dates

Applications (by)

Photometry and Radiometry (PR)

Mar 20 – 31, 2017

January 10, 2018

Gas Analysis (GA)
Fluid Measurement and Calibration
(FMC)
Ionizing Radiation (IR)

May 22 – June 2, 2017

March 01, 2018

Mar 25 – Apr 4, 2019

January 10, 2019

June 10 – 20, 2019

March 20, 2019

Acoustics and Vibration (AV)
Metrology in Analytical Chemistry
(MAC)

Mar 23 – Apr 2, 2020

January 10, 2020

June 15 – 25, 2020

March 20, 2020

* Contact: Mr. Sangwook Seo (swseo@kriss.re.kr) / Global Metrology Academy (GMA), KRISS

Section 4: Activities relevant to APMP’s “Focus Groups”
KRISS holds a chair of the Focus Group on Climate Change and Clean Air (FGCC) as a leading NMI
in the field.
At the 2016 APMP Workshop in Vietnam, the terms of reference of FGCC had been modified and
agreed as below.
•

•

Scope and objectives: Metrology for the climate change and clean air in view of direct factors
such as calibration of instruments and sensors, related to stack emission and background
measurement.
– To establish national measurement standards related to the climate change and clean air
(Flow, Temp, Sensor, Spectroscopy, Gases, and Aerosol)
– To exchange information on how to support the national body of climate change and
clean air by NMI (Measurable, Reportable, Verification)
– To provide the strategic advice to the NMIs on climate change and clean air programme
Subjects in FGCC
– CRMs of GHGs and clean air: for Background monitoring & Flux meas. (forest, rice
paddy)
– Metrology for Emission measurement (Flow & Concentration), Removal & Destruction
Efficiency of GHGs
– Aerosol measurement (instruments & sensors)
– Remote monitoring (satellite, Lidar)
– Physical Measurement: Temp, Thermal conductivity

During last APMP meeting in Vietnam, our FG organized a workshop of climate change, and
developed the action road-map for 5 years (2017-2021). We will share the strategies of relationship
with stake holders through own workshops, and support emerging NMIs on the related metrology by
experienced NMIs.
At the APMP meeting in 2017, we will organize one day joint workshop with TCQM, TCT, and TCFF
as the title 'FG-Climate Change and Clean Air Workshop on metrology, techniques and strategy'.
Another action for emerging NMIs is to provide pilot studies in the area of flow, temperature,
greenhouse gas, and environmental monitoring. Also, we are ready to support developing NMIs with
artifacts for setting up metrology system.

Section 5: Future Plans, Priorities and the Role of APMP
In the future, KRISS will put its efforts on the selected research areas to meet the future needs of the
society, as well as the research activities on the redefinition of SI base units.
•

•

•

Establishment of the National Measurement Standards
– To lead the R&D activities on fundamental constants for the redefinition of the SI base
units
– To develop the precise measurement technologies for monitoring the weather, which will
ensure the international equivalence of measurement standards for coping with the
global climate change
Development of Chemical and Medical Metrology
– To provide new CRMs for assuring better quality of life, such as food safety and clean
environment
– To develop new technologies for reliable medical diagnosis and therapy in order to
ensure safe and healthy life
New institutes for Advanced Instrumentation and Quantum Technology
– To develop advanced measurement instrumentations in the field of charged particle &
laser beam, bio-magnetism, smart sensors for semiconductor industry, etc.
– To establish next generation metrology for coping with emerging needs from S&T society
and industry

These research priorities are also in line with the Focus Group initiative of APMP, which has been
developed in consideration of the socioeconomic role of metrology. Along with the FG activities,
KRISS will strengthen its international cooperation to address global issues and challenges by
promoting a joint collaboration with the public and private sector in the world.

